Let R be a commutative Dedekind domain, and let V denote a finitely generated torsion-free module over R. Let g l(V) denote the R-module endomorphisms of V, &VI G g I(V) the set of nilpotent endomorphisms, and GL(V) the automorphisms of V. We construct a canonical filtration and invariant ideals associated to elements of AV > to study several GL(V )-invariant properties of Jr7V >, under the similarity action (g, L) ++ gLg-', L E&V), g E GL(V). W e use these invariants to give a finite determinacy criterion for the similarity of nilpotent endomorphisms .&VI. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study nilpotent endomorphisms of finitely generated torsion-free modules over a Dedekind domain R (sometimes called Rlattices). We associate a canonical filtration and a set of invariant ideals to a nilpotent endomorphism, and use these to give information about the finite determinacy of its similarity class. Given a nilpotent endomorphism L, we determine an ideal B,, depending on L and its invariant ideals, so that if L' is any nilpotent with the same invariant ideals, and such that L and L! are congruent modulo this ideal, then L and L' are similar.
In [2], Babbitt and Varadarajan studied canonical forms for first-order systems of linear meromorphic differential equations containing holomorphic parameters in the neighborhood of an irregular singular point. In their work, a crucial role was played by the theory of similarity of nilpotent matrices over rings of holomorphic functions and function germs (see also Wasow [13] ).
The results required studying module filtrations determined by nilpotent endomorphisms over various integrally closed Noetherian domains, especially discrete valuation rings. In this paper we employ the filtrations developed there in the case that R is a Dedekind domain.
The use of filtrations to study nilpotent endomorphisms was investigated Problems on the holomorphic similarity of matrices were studied by
Wasow [12] , Arnold [l] , and Friedland [6] , where analytic techniques were used. More recent and algebraic approaches can be found in MacDonald [lo] and in the work of Guralnick [7] and especially [8, 91 , where the similarity of matrices over local rings (and more generally modules over R-algebras) is studied. Indeed, as an application of the Artin-Rees lemma Guralnick proved in [7] a finite determinacy result for similarity of matrices over local rings that is quite similar to results presented here (over Dedekind domains). More recently, Pizarro classified the similarity classes of arbitrary 3 X 3 matrices over a complete discrete valuation ring [II] . Our approach uses the representation theory of the classical Lie algebra G I, to study similarity classes of nilpotent endomorphisms. Over a field one uses the Jacobson-Morosov theory to describe the behavior of nilpotents. Over a ring, however, we use filtrations associated to nilpotents to accomplish this.
It is our belief that the canonical filtration and associated invariant ideals are natural and useful invariants for the study of nilpotent endomorphisms over commutative domains, and they deserve more attention. We attempt to justify this belief by presenting several results for modules over Dedekind domains. Almost everything stated here would hold for Priifer domains, and in some cases the integral closure of such rings. We establish various "finite determinacy" results. That is, if we fx the invariant ideals for a set of nilpotents, then certain natural properties of this class are determined modulo an ideal defined in terms of these invariants.
NOTATION AND GENERALITIES
Let R be a commutative Dedekind domain, and let Z be its quotient field. Let V denote a finitely generated torsion-free module over R, which is necessarily projective. We shall always identify V with its image 1 @s V in XBsV = V,. Let gl(V) d enote the ring of R-module endomorphisms of V,
be th e set of nilpotent endormorphisms, and let GL(V' > denote the automorphisms of V. GL(V ) acts on elements of Jy(V ) under the similarity action (g, L) H gLg -i for L EAV), g E GL(V). We will say such endomorphisms are similar, since this follows the use of the term in matrix theory, to which many of these results reduce when V is a free module.
Since R is Dedekind, there is a one-to-one correspondence between subspaces of V' overxand submodules U c V such that V/U is torsion-free (such submodules are called pure). In particular, for any submodule W c \I'.
we may form the closure of W by defining w := V n (37 @s W ). Then V/w is torsion-free and w/W is a torsion module. Since finitely generated torsion-free modules over a Dedekind domain are projective, when U is pure then both U and V/U are projective, so the exact sequence o-+u+v-+v/u+o splits, that is, we may find a submodule W c V (isomorphic to V/U) such
V is a projective module over an integral domain, so it has a well-defined rank, say n. This rank is equal to the rank of the necessarily free R,-module V,, where R, and V, denote the localizations of R and V at a prime ideal p of R. In particular, n is the dimension of the vector space 3 @s V (where 3 is the quotient field of R), which is identified with the localization V,, = X at the prime ideal p = (0). Since R is Dedekind, any prime ideal is maximal, and V, is a free module over the discrete valuation ring R,.
GL(V)-INVARIANTS FOR ./P'(V)
As noted above, V, = 3 @s V is a vector space over _'Z of finite dimension, say n, for n > 1. Let&V The following corollary is then obvious. 
NOTE.
In Babbitt and Varadarajan [2] our LCk) E Zck) would be written LCmk), which would be consistent with its use in the theory of Lie algebras.
We adopt our notation because the minus sign would cause difficulties in later calculations.
DEFINITION.
Given any L E&V >, if we write L = LC2) + LC3' + -** using Proposition 3.4 above with respect to some gradation splitting the canonical filtration of L, we shall call the operator LC2' the admissible part of L.
and (iii) with respect to some gradation {WC')} of V will be said to be in standard form with respect to the gradation.
EXAMPLE. Suppose that a splitting for the canonical filtration for some
L E_&'(V) has the form
where we assume rk WC4) < rk WC') < rk W(O). Then we may write the matrix of L with respect to this splitting as shown in Figure 1 . The admissible part of L (that is, LC2') is the first nonzero block subdiagonal and is outlined with slightly darker lines. The labellings on the top indicate the domain of the block, and those on the side indicate the range. The sizes of the blocks were chosen to indicate the ranks of the submodules involved, and would be correct if the summands were free modules so that the above represented a block decomposition of matrices. L has a block decomposition with respect to the submodules ECS%t). We will write L = &Js t L, t, where L, t : WCt) -+ WC"'. It may happen that some WCt) = 0 (so that WCYt) = 0 as ' well); in this case we have empty blocks in L. In the case the appropriate submodules are actually free, the analogy with matrix arguments will be exact.
The Standard Form for L E&'(V)
Let rk W denote the rank of a projective module W. Suppose L E.&V ),
where {WC")) denotes a splitting of its canonical filtration. Set rl := rk WC').
By the properties of the filtration, we have the following facts:
(9 Each LtP2 t , is of &ZZ rank regarded as a map WCt) + WC'-2). That is.
rk L t_2,t(W(t)) = min(rk WCr-'), rk WC").
(ii) For 1 < k < m,, we define the R-homomorphism A, as the compo- We now prove a finite determinacy result for the canonical filtration of L and the standard form of elements of &V).
We begin with the following lemma, which will be of use in all the remaining results. 
Proof.
We first consider the case rk P = rk Q. We will always regard M, M' E Horn,,, P, Q> C Hom~,( P E+ X, Q @+ 3). Then 
Hom.(Q, C>o M) f or any ideaE Z such that Z c o(Q/M(P)).
Proof. This is really a corollary to the proof of the lemma. Choose appropriate submodules of P so we may write
with respect to this decomposition. Pick any element Cf;_ ieiUi E Z .
Hom,(C, Q). Th en the following T E Hom,(C, P) will suffice (written with respect to the same decomposition as M 1:
The proof that T is defined over R goes through as in the previous lemma.
The case rk P Q rk Q is similar. ??
DEFINITION.
Let us set, for L E&V') and the canonical filtration 
L EAV).
This is a refinement of the definition given in [2], where it was assumed R was a discrete valuation ring. The "discrete invariant" defined there was the order of a generator for (the principal) S(hj) with respect to some choice of uniformizing parameter. In other words, L' is similar to a nilpotent endomorphism that is in standard form with respect to a splitting of the canonical filtration of L. In particular, Aj( L) = A,,( L") for 0 < j.
Proof.
We may assume L is in standard nilpotent form with respect to a gradation {W (')} of V which splits its canonical filtration. Our proof will be by induction on mi, the spread of L. If 
B' C'g,l 0,
Using the block decomposition, it is easy to check that A,$c') = A,,,,.
The relations above imply L and I! have the same canonical V-filtration.
?? Since a block in the admissible part of L is of the form Li_ 2, i E Z(') for some -ml + 2 < i < ml, we can separate the blocks into even and odd "strands" according to the parity of the subscripts of these blocks. Let 9 be the subgroup of block-diagonal elements of GL(V) (with respect to the splitting of the canonical filtration of L): if Cl3 gi = g E 8, then g, : WCi) + WCi) and is invertible. The group ~3 acts on the admissible part of L by sending L, _ 2, i to gi-,Li-,,ig,', which preserves its parity, so we may work on each strand separately. We have both rt, < rtoP2 < a** < ri and r,,, < We want to construct similarity transformations which will take the strands of the admissible part of C to those of L. We will do so by choosing appropriate elements of 8. By definition, for k 2 2 we have Given an index k, k, we will denote the maximum index (to or sa) which has the same parity as k.
Suppose g = Cl3 gi E ~3 is of the form gj = Id : Wci) + Wci) for i # k -2 and i z -k + 2. Then gL'g_' takes the strand of (L')"' blocks to the strand
Thus we may apply Lemma 4.1 to take L'_k, _k+2 to L_k, _k+2 and Z&s k to Lk_ 2, k, which will reduce the congruence level of the next to "inner' blocks to Z -Dkl, and fixing all other blocks of the admissible part.
So we begin by choosing (by means of Lemma 4.1) operators g-k,+ 2 E GL(V)(W'-ka+2')".o~~) and gk,_2 E GL(V)(W(ka-2))(z'D~~-b) as the only nonidentity components in some g Es taking L'_kO, _kp+2 to L_kO, _k,+2
and Z&-2 k to Lk,-2 k , respectively, so that the remaming blocks of the admissible ' ;art are no; congruent modulo the ideal Z * Dk,'. We may continue to work "from the outside in," and find taking L'_,, _k+2 to L_,, _kf2 and z$_,, k to i&a, k, reSpeCtiVdy. Each successive application of a conjugacy to an outer block will reduce the congruence level of the inner block, but by our hypotheses on these congruence levels, we may proceed inward until we reach the center block L _ 1, 1 = A, (in the case of an odd index) or A, = 1 (in the case of an even index).
Here we must be more careful. We shall describe how to proceed in the odd case; the even case follows similarly. We may assume that Z__k+2,k = L_k+a,k and Z&27k = Lk_2,k for all Ikl > 3. Our goal is to find, by means of Lemma 4.1, a g, E GL(W(") and a i-1 0
Weset g, = h,fi and gg, = h-,f_,,andwearedone.
??
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Let FY be the group of all g E GL(V) such that g -1, is as described in the proposition. The equation L = gL'g_ ' can be rewritten as g.L'=L.g.
Our problem is to choose g E GL(V ) such that the resulting L equals L.
Recall that we may write L = L(*) + Lc3' + a*. , where Lck' E ZFck), that is, Lck)(Wct)) c Wctmk) for all t. My thanks also go to Robert Guralnick and the initial referee. Their efforts necessitated and facilitated the improvement of the results of an earlier version of this paper.
